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LARGE
Cheese and One Topping

$499
Pies Tax

FREE
DELIVERY!!

Tuesday; January 19lh Only

Add a 2 lifer Pepsi
for $1.49

Valid only Tuesday, January 19. Sorry, noram checks.
Additional loppings SI.OS each.

HARBORCREEX * BW-6660
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fpoliceAand Ssafety
REPORT:

1/7/99 Slid into the snowbank on the ice and requested help getting back onto thi
waited with the car until M&O could arrive.

77/99 Complainant observed that the sledrider had started a fire on top of the si
:rs advised the sledriders of the rules and the fire was extinguish.

i/9/99 Noticed someone stuck in the snow in S-lot. Made tracks for her to follow
4&0 to plow the lot.

L/9/99 Complainant reported a Behrend student had not returned his rental car air

inverted to a stolen auto report. Car is supposedly of continuing education.

1/12/99 Fire Alarm in Academic- same detector as before-No apparent reason fo;

1/12/99 ComplainantRequested ambulance to Health and Wellness to transport
Jt. Vincent Brookside transported.

1/12/99 Student reopened stitches Nurse requested ambulance for transport to

St. Vincent Brookside transported,

712/99 Student reopened stitches Nurse requested ambulance for transport to

• •

is your opinion oi

removal on campsnow

I think that it is terrible.’'
-Nathan Goodrich, 09, MIS

I think they do an okay job, but it could be
improved.”

-Jeff Piatz, 04, MET2

It’s sad that the workers are behind schedule
on removing the snow, and we pay a lot of
money for a parking spot.”

-Dave Filippi, 08, MGMT

It is alright, but they don’t do a good job at
8:00. When you first go out the snow is not
owed well.”

-Ann-Marie Johnson, 06, MGMT

I think they do a pretty good job.”
-Randy Armstrong, 04, MIS


